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Case Study House:
Comfort and Convenience
JANE MURPHY
O h i o State University

North Elevation

Produced as a part of the "House Rules" exhibition at the
Wexner Center for the Arts, this project considers the design
of a house in relation to the need for both community and
privacy inside and outside of the dwelling unit. Starting with
questions about what affords physical and psychological
comfort in one's private realm, the author, in conversation
with Ellen Lupton, recognized the pairing of comfort with
convenience historically in the single family home. The
visual presence of belongings and mementos may bolster
some residents, while the hidden organizationof goods placed
according to frequency and location of use may comfort
others. Although shown here in fxed form, the house offers
stability and flexibility, as well as comfort and convenience

to its varied occupants. Factory-built components are assembled on site with the possibility of repeated revision.
Production methods found in commercial and institutional
architecture are transferred to the domestic environment.
The design of the single house reflects a consideration of
the lot as a piece of the fabric of a neighborhood, where issues
of privacy and community are used to determine guidelines
for zoning.Here the ranch house and trailer house models
have been reconsidered in terms of both interior space and
relationship to the lot. By layering private (dense) to public
(less dense) areas of the house from north to south at the
center of the site, and by maintaining a single story, each
house is assured a maximum level of privacy if desired. A
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single story model was seen to serve the needs of the wheelchair bound, an aging ~ o ~ u l a t i oand
n , families with Young
children. Canonical icons of domesticity and security (front
porch and fireplace) provide psychological comfort, as considerations of heat and light provide physical comfort.
A decrease in the size of the lot allows a service alley and
tree belt to become part of the public space of the community.
The layering of the neighborhood is mimicked on the lot, with
a potentially continuous drive on its north side. The linear
nature of the house and siting, and the flexible nature of the
construction allow the possibility of conversion to more than
one dwelling. Zoning considerations include a notion that no
house should cast a shadow onto another house.
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